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OUR Q4 VIEW

In our first newsletter, we share our overall thoughts

We are pleased to introduce Cascadia Capital’s

mean for your business. We also show you some of the

quarterly newsletter. While general commentary on

latest data that supports our thinking. Then we take a

the M&A and capital markets is widely available, our

closer look at a key trend that we think should be on your

goal is to offer you unique insights that will both inform

radar screen: private equity firms becoming increasingly

you and add meaningful value to your business, your

active as strategic buyers.

industry, and your options for capital, liquidity, and longterm value creation.

on the current M&A and capital markets and what they

IN HOT PURSUIT OF QUALITY
First, let’s consider where the market is today. While

Our perspectives reflect more than the data we

the economy is healthy and growing, there is a lot of

have access to; they also incorporate the real-world

risk related to exogenous events — political uncertainty,

experience we have gained as trusted advisors for nearly

foreign trade, rising interest rates, among others — that

20 years. Over those years we have developed deep

could dampen the deal market.

industry expertise while representing hundreds of family
and entrepreneur owned businesses and extending our
core Pacific Northwest geographic focus — where we
now serve over 50% of our clients — across the U.S. from
our offices in Seattle, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, and
New York.

In these late innings of the M&A cycle, buyers
are telling us that they would rather pay more for
quality and take the time to find it.
Here at Cascadia, we are continuing to run at record

By sharing essential data and insights with you each

levels of transactions under engagement, with robust

quarter, we aim to provide you with information to assist

activity across all industries, and valuations at historic

your strategic decisions — whether you are a family

levels. However, when you take a closer look at the M&A

business, an entrepreneur, a member of a corporate

market, you will see that it is bifurcated, driven by a flight

board of directors, or an advisor who works with them.

to quality. Companies that are leaders in their chosen

Every day, our team of over 50 investment banking

field with strong financial performance are continuing

professionals engages with a broad array of companies,

to garner significant buyer and investor interest and

investors, and buyers, and analyzes specialized data

premium valuations, well above the prevailing mean

across all sectors within our industry coverage. We are

multiples as measured by both revenue and profitability.

constantly looking at what is happening across these

Companies with challenges — such as flat or decreasing

industries and markets, as well as how various industries

revenue or profitability, customer concentration, or

relate to one another, to assess the most important

rising operating costs — are having a more difficult time

trends and themes.

attracting interest and, as a result, are receiving much
lower valuations relative to their performing peers.
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At the same time, deals are taking longer to close and

all or a controlling

due diligence is more invasive and intensive. In these late

interest in the

innings of the M&A cycle, buyers are telling us that they

business. Those days

would rather pay more for quality and take the time to find

are now gone. Today,

it. Notably, with buyers and investors starting to consider

companies have a

the timing of the next cycle, they are focusing their interest

number of buyer

on companies that have a clear and defined competitive

and investor options to consider across a much wider range

advantage, as buyers believe it makes sense to “pay up” for

of alternatives. Family offices have started acquiring or

companies that are more likely to weather the cycle, or even

investing in businesses directly, rather than only investing

more so, employ the cycle to gain share.

through private equity funds. This new type of counterparty

What specific things are buyers looking for in businesses?
Above all, growth. Strategic buyers and investors alike
are seeking companies that are growing faster than the

In this discerning market, we think
it is important not to generalize. A
company’s specific situation will
determine whether the timing is right
to seek growth capital or liquidity.

can be particularly attractive to businesses that are family
owned and care deeply about their legacies, as family offices
often express a willingness to hold an asset for the long term.

economy, the category, and their competitors, and they are

We are also seeing a subset of PE firms that are more

willing to pay a premium for businesses that demonstrate

flexible, focused on helping a company grow, and forging

those characteristics. (In the first half of this year, businesses

genuine partnerships with minority ownership stakes.

with above-average revenue growth, and strong gross and

They are tailoring deals to align with a company’s unique

EBITDA margins received a 26% premium compared to

structure and goals. In the next section of this newsletter,

other buyouts. ) They are also searching for great people.

we take a deeper dive into how PE firms are acting as

We are seeing buyers — especially international ones —

strategic buyers, and the advantages they can offer your

taking close and careful looks at a company’s management

business.

1

team and employee competencies to ensure they will
remain engaged and incented post-acquisition.
TO SELL OR NOT TO SELL?
What does this two-pronged market mean for your
business? Volatility has increased in the stock market and
the end of the market cycle may be on the horizon. More
sellers are making the decision to go to market as the risk
of waiting is starting to outweigh the upside of holding on.
But in this discerning market, we think it is important not

Regardless of buyer type, there is a historic amount of
capital in play. We believe this has created a permanent
supply-demand imbalance between the amount of capital
to do deals versus the number of middle market private
and family companies seeking growth capital or liquidity.
While we expect there will be ups and downs on a shortterm basis, in our view the long-term market trends favor
sellers — particularly ones that are fast growing with strong
business fundamentals.

to generalize. A company’s specific situation — including its

We hope you find this first edition of our newsletter useful

financial performance, leadership and market position, and

and look forward to sharing market insights that support

the dynamics of its industry — will determine whether the

your business in the coming quarters.

timing is right to seek liquidity.

Best regards,

If the timing is right, a company should consider several
new capital market trends. Once upon a time, companies
had only two buyer options: a strategic buyer or a private

Michael Butler

equity (PE) firm buyer. The choices were do nothing or sell

CEO, Cascadia Capital
1

GF Data 2018 Highlights and Products, Fall 2018.
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In our backyard
As buyers around the globe seek well-run and high-growth companies, the relative attractiveness of the Pacific
Northwest (PNW) has increased dramatically in recent years. It is now the fastest-growing market in the U.S., with
double the growth rate of the rest of the country. Though a host of bellwether public companies are headquartered
in the region — Amazon, Nordstrom, Costco, REI, Starbucks, and Microsoft, to name a few — the majority of regional
businesses are family owned. That is a compelling draw for both foreign and domestic strategic buyers, and private
equity and family offices outside our region. As an investment bank headquartered in Seattle, we are a bridge to the
PNW for national and international buyers and investors. Our deep industry expertise also means we work across
geographies to help our clients across the country and around the world with M&A advice, capital raising, and strategic
advisory services.

IN FOCUS: PRIVATE
EQUITY FIRMS, THE
NEW STRATEGIC BUYERS

Even when a client tells us they have no interest in
PE buyers, we tell them we think it is worthwhile to
consider ones that will act as a genuine partner.

In recent years, the rise of private equity (PE) firms
as strategic buyers has been one of the most notable

Over the past two decades, PE activity has reached

dynamics in the market. The first generation of PE firms

unprecedented heights. In the past year at Cascadia,

that emerged back in the 1980s forged their reputation

we have experienced accelerating activity involving PE

as financial engineers, unlocking value through cost

funds, accounting for over 50% of our total deals. PE

cutting and divestitures to support a large debt load

overhang — the capital committed to PE firms but not yet

used to finance leveraged buyouts. In general, these

invested — was a record $494 billion as of year-end 2017

firms did not compete effectively against strategic

and will likely increase to another record level in 2018.

buyers on valuations due to a lack of synergies. And so

PE inventory has also continued to grow steadily every

the term financial buyer became synonymous with cheap.

year from 2000, reaching record levels in 2018.

Companies believed that they needed to sell 100% to
a strategic buyer in their industry in order to maximize
value, as these buyers could consolidate operations and
save costs to justify favorable acquisition prices.

Today, there are roughly 8,000 PE firms around the
globe.2 At Cascadia, we partner with firms that are
committed to adding specialized, strategic value to
companies beyond capital alone. Even when a client tells

Fast-forward to the late 2000s when PE firms entered

us they have no interest in PE buyers, we tell them we

a new era, proliferating in numbers with more capital

think it is worthwhile to consider ones that will act as a

to invest and deeper industry expertise. These funds

genuine partner. Here’s why:

became less reliant on debt, instead relying on specific
sector knowledge and a broad network of value-added
partners who could help them accelerate growth and
enhance the effectiveness of their investments. Today,
the financial engineering reputation of PE has almost
fully dissipated.

2

PitchBook Private Equity Data, November 2018.
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A CONCRETE VIEW ON VALUATION.

a world-class board of directors, improving operational

When a business owner runs a PE process, they can

efficiencies, enhancing profitability, strengthening the

determine a valuation for a company on a market basis.

supply chain, to name just a few.

It sets a benchmark that enables a company to more
effectively weigh other buyer or transaction alternatives.
That means letting the market talk and making a decision
to transact based on actual market data points, not
guesses or perceptions.

GREATER FLEXIBILITY.
Strategic buyers almost always want to buy all of a
company and have full control. While PE firms are open to
buying 100% of a company, they also offer the alternative
of buying less, including a minority position. Often

A POTENTIALLY BETTER PRICE.

investors can customize deal structures to accommodate

We are seeing PE firms regularly paying higher prices

special interests — for example, different generations or

than strategic buyers, and for the right reasons as a

siblings in a family-owned business wanting to remain or

partner. When they have in-depth knowledge of a sector,

exit. PE deals can also have advantages for employees,

they are willing to pay more because they are confident

such as incorporating an employee equity layer as a

they will add value to the business post-investment.

performance and retention incentive. After a PE deal, a

MORE THAN JUST THE MONEY.
Post-investment, PE firms can add significant value
beyond capital. This is critical for businesses that are

company is likely to be less capital constrained, so it can
grow more aggressively both organically or with add-on
acquisitions to build a bigger, better business.

committed to building a better business over the long run
that benefits all stakeholders. We help our clients run a
customized process to find PE firms that act like strategic
buyers, so they can achieve a better valuation and find
the optimal partner. The first step we take is asking our
clients to create a wish list of the attributes they are

In the current environment, owners are mistaken
if they think they need to choose between
maximizing value and achieving their qualitative
business goals.

seeking in a partner, beyond the capital they can provide
for growth or liquidity. Then we identify PE firms that

A SPEEDIER PROCESS.

best match those quantitative and qualitative goals.

In the current market, deals are taking substantially

DRIVING GROWTH FOR THE BUSINESS.
In today’s market, a PE firm can no longer just financially
engineer its way to generating a return. It is not enough
to invest in a business and run it “as is” for five years. As
a result, PE firms are increasingly focused on the valueadd capabilities they bring to their portfolio companies
to accelerate growth. This can include addressing a
number of historical challenges a business may have
faced — accessing new customers, growing with existing
customers, expanding into new geographies, developing

longer to close as the diligence process is very focused
on risk mitigation given the high valuations being paid.
In general, PE firms can be more expedient. Unlike
strategic buyers who have competing interests and their
own businesses to run, PE firms are in the business of
buying companies and devoting 100% of their attention
to the process. Often times PE firms will employ highly
specialized third-party resources to help them move
the process along deliberately. Furthermore, with the
increase of rep and warranty insurance in PE deals, the
negotiation of deal documentation can be expedited.
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In our view, the rise of PE is not cyclical — rather, it is a

structural flexibility. Given this, we think it is prudent

secular trend that is here to stay. We think the market

for business owners to consider PE buyers as an option,

is permanently tipped to an over-supply of capital,

even if they ultimately do not pursue it. In the current

as entrepreneurship and new company formation in

environment, owners are mistaken if they think they need

traditional business pales in comparison to emerging

to choose between maximizing value and achieving their

growth sectors. This offers business owners an

qualitative business goals. With the right PE partner, they

unprecedented combination of higher valuations and

can have the best of the both worlds.

CURRENT MIDDLE MARKET DATA – Q3 2018
The following market data is sourced from PitchBook and reflects middle market activity,
defined as transactions less than $1 billion value.

U.S. M&A ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

Overall middle market deal volume, including private equity (PE) and strategic deals, has declined 10% 2018 YTD
over 2017 YTD. However, dollar value has only declined by 3%, indicating the market’s affinity for larger deals.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

PE deal volume has seen a decline of 12% 2018 YTD over 2017 YTD, and dollar value has declined by 6%.
Interestingly, all segments of PE deals have declined except for the $250-500 million segment as of Q3 2018,
indicating a “Goldilocks market” focused on midsize deals.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY VS. OVERALL M&A ACTIVITY

PE activity relative to strategic buyers has remained relatively consistent, at about 18% of the overall market as of
Q3 2018 (compared to 19% in 2017).
Graph data source: PitchBook
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PORTION OF U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY VS. OVERALL M&A ACTIVITY

Private Equity’s portion of overall M&A has grown 6.2% full year 2016 through Q3 2018. Importantly, there has
been a material shift in the mix of platform vs. add-on deals, with platform deals increasing by 26.5%, and add-on
decreasing by 21.2% over this same time period.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

Despite volatility in the overall M&A market, PE activity has remained relatively constant between 2010 to 2018.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY SUB$1B COMPANY INVENTORY

Cascadia expects PE to backstop the overall M&A market on a long-term trend basis. While fund dynamics affect
individual fund portfolios depending on buy and sell cycles, PitchBook data shows a clear straight line increase in net
aggregate PE portfolio company inventory over the past 18 years.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. M&A MULTIPLES

U.S. M&A multiples remain elevated and, though 2018 figures are off all-time highs, valuations remain strong.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY MULTIPLES

U.S. PE multiples are robust, trading higher than overall M&A multiples. While 2018 has seen a slight decrease in
multiples in PE deals, they remain very high on a historical long-term trend basis.
Graph data source: PitchBook

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY CAPITAL OVERHANG

Uninvested dry power in PE is at record levels.
Graph data source: PitchBook
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

PE portfolio values have increased materially since the last cycle, driven by both increasing portfolio values and
amount of uninvested dry powder.
Graph data source: PitchBook

CASCADIA’S VIEWPOINT

Family office). Other family offices may join in the future.

Cascadia Capital has closed over 30 transactions so far in

PE funds, focused on making long-term, patient, direct

2018, spanning the full range of industries we cover. True

investments in privately held companies headquartered

to the themes we have discussed in this newsletter, we

in the Pacific Northwest (PNW). It is seeking to invest

continue to see very active participation by private equity

$300 to $500 million with a target of $25 to $75 million

(PE) firms in almost all of our processes, with roughly

per investment.

The Investment Club is an alternative to traditional

50% of our transactions resulting in a PE deal, either as
a platform or add-on transaction. We believe this will
be an important dynamic for most of our clients in the
M&A and capital markets for the foreseeable future. As a
result, we think it will be important to consider including

Cascadia’s Investment Club is an alternative to traditional
PE funds, focused on making long-term, patient, direct
investments in privately held companies headquartered in the
Pacific Northwest.

PE in most processes, even if a PE deal is not the primary
objective.

At Cascadia, we have long believed there is a significant

In addition, we continue to see increasing buyer

opportunity in the PNW for patient capital to make

alternatives for family businesses and entrepreneurs,

direct investments in family-owned and privately held

especially with the evolution of family office capital.

companies who want to retain independence and desire

Supporting that trend, in October 2018 Cascadia

an alternative to selling to a competitor or to institutional

announced the formation of an Investment Club with

PE funds. Cascadia’s Investment Club capital broadens

fellow founding members Scout Partners (the Pete

the range of solutions Cascadia offers entrepreneurs and

Peterson Family office, Co-founder of Blackstone) and

family business owners, our core client base.

Petrus Asset Management Company (the Ross Perot
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Recent Transactions

For more information, contact us:

Seattle

Los Angeles

Minneapolis

New York

1000 Second Avenue,

707 Wilshire Boulevard,

100 South Fifth Street,

717 Fifth Avenue,

Suite 1200

Suite 4350

Suite 2425

Floor 12A

Seattle, WA 98104

Los Angeles, CA 90017

Minneapolis, MN 55402

New York, NY 10022

(206) 436.2500

(323) 486-8112

(612) 350-1594

(212) 201-2188
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